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SEARS Product Page Redesign 
• This project is a mobile and tablet UI redesign for SEARS Product pages based on the following “4 

Burner Gas Grill” page 

• The designs aim to bring the most important navigation and product elements to the user’s 
attention and cascades the rest in descending order 

• Persistent headers and search aid user navigation 

• Large images and buttons allow for ease of viewing and touch interactions 

• Strategic eliminations pare content to optimize the user experience on a smaller user interface  

 

http://bit.ly/1U1Sy3s 

“4 Burner Gas Grill” Desktop Version 

http://bit.ly/1U1Sy3s


1. Mobile Interface Wireframe- 320px 
The top toolbar allows for ease of user navigation. The SEARS search portion 
will be persistent. The two layer header becomes hidden upon scrolling down 
but will re-appear when a user shifts back up or down to navigate  

Add to Wishlist and Add To Registry are links that will add this item to the 
users wishlist or account 

Delivery and InStore Pickup buttons open the path to enter a user’s location 
for these services 

The Description, Specification, and Reviews words are links take the user to 
that portion of the page 

The View Full Description words are a link that will expose the complete 
description to the user 

These three boxes are a product image carousel. Tapping directly on the 
images enlarges their size. Swiping and tapping allows the user to access 

additional product images. 



2. Mobile Interface Wireframe- 320px 

The View Full Specification words are a link that will expose the complete 
description to the user 

These two boxes represent a Review carousel. Reviews are in a card format. 
Tapping directly on the review cards enlarges them for a user to see the full 
review. Swiping and scrolling down allows the user to access additional 

reviews. 

The Back to Top words are a link that will send the user to the top of the 
product page. 

This footer contains links to help the user navigate to common parts of the 
SEARS site.  



Tablet Interface Wireframe- 768px 

The Back to Top words are a link that will send the user to 
the top of the product page. 

These four boxes represent a Review carousel. Reviews 
are in a card format. Tapping directly on the review cards 
enlarges them for a user to see the full review. Scrolling 

down allows the user to access additional reviews. 

This footer contains links to help the user navigate to 
common parts of the SEARS site.  

The View Full Specifications/Description words are links 
that will expose the complete specifications and 
description to the user 

These six boxes are a product image carousel. Tapping 
directly on the images enlarges their size. Swiping and 
tapping allows the user to access additional product 

images. 

The Description, Specification, and Reviews words are 
links take the user to that portion of the page 

The top toolbar allows for ease of user navigation. The 
SEARS search portion will be persistent. The second layer 
of the header becomes hidden upon scrolling down but will 
re-appear when a user shifts back up or down to navigate  

Add to Wishlist and Add To Registry are links that will 
add this item to the users wishlist or account 

Delivery and InStore Pickup buttons open the path to 
enter a user’s location for these services 


